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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to investigate and implement fuzzy decision algorithms based on unequal
objectives and minimization of regret to retrieve an optimal decision in business intelligence. Another
aim was to compare these two models; those have been applied in business intelligence area.
The use of unequal objectives and minimization of regret methods based on the essential concept of the
fuzzy decision were applied on the business intelligence model. The first method uses Saaty’s approach
of comparison objectives to determine the weight of the objectives, while the second method uses the
regression of objectives which acts as a filter for high values by divesting them of their decisive power. In
a complex business problem, we have used knowledge of experts in verbal expressions, converted these
verbal expressions into linguistic variables and then used fuzzy decision making models to retrieve best
decision.
The implementation’s results of the two methods were the same regarding to the final decision set. The
first model results indicated the effect of the influential factors on the products, while the second model
results showed the payoff for the influential factors and its effectives on the products.

Keywords: Business Intelligence, Fuzzy Decision
Making, Influential Factors, Regret Matrix.
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INTRODUCTION

Fuzzy discipline is more expressive about natural phenomena. Theoretical fuzzy models can be applied
in retrieval of optimal decision in business intelligence problem. For long and successful output the
decision makers have to consider various aspects which can influence the business. These influential
factors have various levels of importance depending upon their impacts. The verbal expression of
opinion of experts about these aspects is converted in fuzzy sets. The fuzzy decision models help to find
best choice keeping in view all influential factors and their particular level of importance.
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CHAPTER 1: BASIC CONCEPTS
Recently the fuzzy discipline became an interesting area of mathematics, because what it is capable of,
and more expressing about the nature phenomena which makes it close to reality and implement the
whole mathematic operations can be found under this environment. The founder Zadeh who explained
that everything is a matter of degree, then we can state the element on the set by the degree of their
belonging to that set, which it makes the set more flexible to work on it. Throughout this chapter we will
demonstrate the fuzzy set and some concepts which help us to implement the purpose of the work, how
to make a decision under the fuzzy environment.
Fuzzy sets
When we start to define fuzzy sets, we need to mention some definitions about the fuzzy logic and we
can compare the fuzzy set with ordinary set which is more familiar. The question now is what is the
fuzzy logic? Firstly, logic or propositional logic what is used on daily life is a logic which deals with
propositions, whereas a proposition is defined as a sentence which could be either “true” or “false”, and
these value so-called the truth values, also we denote them by 1 and 0 respectively. It is said that the
propositional logic based on this pre-assumption which is called the two-valued or classical propositional
logic, in many books authors mention these values by using v(p) and v(q) for true and false
respectively[2].

The classical set or crisp set is defined as a collection of distinct objects so-called elements or members
of the set x X that can be finite, countable, or non-countable. Each element can be either member of
a certain set or cannot be, which makes the statement of “ belongs to ” is either true if
, or
false if x A . We can describe the classical set in several ways, one can be by listing the elements that
belong to the set, or make the set analytical by stating the conditions for the belonging to the set such
that is as set of even numbers between 3 and 19, the first path draws this set by listing as following;

and the second path by stating the condition of belonging as following

One way of describing the set is to list the set’s all elements. On the other hand we can describe the set
by identifying the element through its membership to a certain set. The membership is a characteristic
function. In classical sets this function has two values either 1 which means that the element belongs to
the set, or 0 when the element does not belong to that set. In fuzzy sets this function has various
degrees of membership through interval [0,1] for the element of a given set[1].
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In order to consider what the fuzzy set is? we will make comparison between fuzzy set and crisp set and
see the connection between them to be understandable by using the basic material on crisp set because
the latter one is most known. Before we do the comparison, let us look at the notions of the crisp set
and fuzzy set which have different methods of notion. We consider the following notions as the most
useful, for the crisp sets;

for example consider S as a set of odd numbers between 0 and 10, we can mention as follows;

and for the fuzzy set;

where n is a number of the elements belonging to the set S. To perform the comparison between the
two kinds of the sets, let us take the crisp set to be the universal set, and to be a subset of . The
characteristic function of is a function on , and it takes two values 0 when is not in , and
otherwise it is 1. We denote it by
Therefore,

x A
x A
The main points for comparison between the two sets (crisp and fuzzy) are clear when we make this
comparison between the operations on each set such as an intersection and a union to see the
difference. We will review these operations on each set as follows,
The intersection ( ) between two crisp sets A and B is a set C of the common elements between A and
B, in other words, it is the set of the elements which belong to both A and B at the same time, and it is
denoted as follows,

The union ( ) between two crisp sets A and B is the set D of all elements either in A or B, stated as
follows,
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The intersection between the two fuzzy sets
stated as follows,

The union of the two fuzzy sets
as follows,

and

and

is a set

is a set

defined

The latter operations are so-called the basic operations on Fuzzy sets, which are defined through their
membership functions as the concepts suggested by Zadeh in1965, and they are not the only way to
extend the classical set theory systematically. Zadeh and other authors have evoked alternative and
additional definitions for set-theoretic operations. Some of them will be considered later in this
report[1].
We consider a next example for further explanation of what the fuzzy set is.
Example 1.1
Let us use crisp sets to be a description of tall men, considering for instance the tall man if his height is
180 cm or longer, otherwise he is not a tall man, the membership function as we mentioned above will
be µ(x) = 1 for x ≥ 180 and µ(x) = 0 for x ≤ 180 as it is shown on fig 1.1 below.
1

0

200
180
160
Fig 1.1 membership function of a crisp set of tall men

It is not satisfactory description of tall men, since there is no possibility to gradation, for instance the
man whose height is 179cm; he is not a tall as well as the one whose height is 160cm. In the inverse
way, the man whose height is 180cm; he is tall as the one with 200cm, which makes a drastic difference
between heights 179cm and 180cm, thus the description fails to draw the borderline cases.
Now consider the same set as a fuzzy set
and µT(x) is defined as follows,

, where x belongs to the interval [160,200],

9

What we can notice from the above definition is that the membership function
is a continuous
piecewise-quadratic function which makes
expressive concerning the quantification of the degree
of vagueness of the word tall as it is shown in fig 1.2
[15]

µ
1
0.78

0.5
0.22
x
0

160

170

180

190

200

Fig 1.2 membership function of a fuzzy set of tall men
Basic Operation on Fuzzy sets
Before we start to perform operations on fuzzy sets; we introduce two basic terms which are a t-norm
and a t-conorm. T-norms are the functions used for the intersection on fuzzy sets, and t-conorms are the
functions used for the union on fuzzy sets. The first (t-norm) T is a function z = T(a,b) where 0 ≤ a,b,z ≤ 1
with the following properties:
-

is a boundary condition which implies that T(1,1) = 1, T(0,1) = 0.
which makes T(1,0) = 0 and symmetric.
implies T(0,0) ≤ T(0,1) = 0, which makes T non-decreasing.
prove the associative property.

These properties are required for an intersection operation. Let A and B be two fuzzy subsets of S
universal set, and C is the intersection of A and B as follows;

Where,

The basic t-norms are
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Notice that, if T is any t- norm, then
A t-conorms C is a function z = C(a,b) where 0 ≤ a,b,z ≤ 1, under the following properties;
-

.
if

, then

these three properties show that

Let A and B be two fuzzy subsets of S and D is a union of A and B as follows;

Where

The basic t-conorms are;

If C is any t-conorm, then

Practically the pair of T and C is dual when
11

[1]

Fuzzy Complement
A complement of fuzzy set A is stated by

which indicates the value of membership of the complement set
for each membership grade
The indicated value is construed as the membership grade of the element x constituting the
negation of the concept. In order to get the fuzzy complement set, it must satisfy to the following
requirements:
-

and
a boundary condition.
For all
, if

, which makes act as the ordinary complement for crisp sets and also it is
, then

, which makes c a monotonic nonincreasing.

In practical implication, it is desirable to add some specific requirements for reducing the general class
of fuzzy complement to a special subclass; the most two of them are the following
-

is a continuous function.
is involutive, in other way

= a for all a

In the simple way we can obtain the complement

[0,1].

of the fuzzy set

by the following formula;

Fuzzy Union
The union of two fuzzy sets

For each element

and

is formulated by the following function

under the membership function as follows;

In order to process the union operation there are several requirements which they have to be satisfied,
these requirements state as follows;
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-

which makes

acts as the classical union in crisp

sets, and also it is a boundary conditions.
which means is commutative.
If
and
, then
and that is monotonic property.
which shows the associative property.

In order to reduce the union operation for specific purposes we usually consider various additional
requirements, the most importance two of them have;
-

is a continuous function
which means that

is idempotent.

Bellman and Zahed introduce the union operation as max operator which is defined as follows;

Fuzzy Intersection
This operation is somehow similar to the union operation, in general fuzzy intersection is formulated by
the following function

Each element

of the intersection is characterized by membership function

where has specific requirement as follows;
-

in way of acting as classical intersection for ordinary
sets.

-

If

and

commutative property.
, then
associative.

monotonic.

And the same important additional requirements for reducing the general class to subclass used in
previous section are used in operation as well. The intersection operation is known as a min-operator
has taken from Bellman and Zadeh definition for the intersection on fuzzy sets as follows;

13

Example 1.2
Consider the following two fuzzy sets;

as a subsets of the universe set
respectively as follows;

, we will apply the three operations mentioned before

The complement

The union

The intersection

Fuzzy relation
Fuzzy relations are similar to crisp relations and they are fuzzy subsets of the Cartesian product of two or
more fuzzy sets. Thus fuzzy relation is defined on the Cartesian product.
The relation between the fuzzy sets S ⊆ R and Y ⊆ R where R is a universal set is defined by;

This definition assumed that was a function from
to [0, 1], which assigns to each pair a degree
of membership within the interval [0,1]. On the other hand, it is useful to make the fuzzy relation that
functions from fuzzy subsets in the universal sets into the unit interval. Rosenfeld [1975] has generalized
this definition to the following one;
Consider
and
as two fuzzy subsets.
Then

is a fuzzy relation on

if
14

and

The set-theoretic and algebraic operations can be represented by fuzzy relations as well as fuzzy sets,
which we introduced above, furthermore, we will consider the union/intersection of two fuzzy relations
in the same product space, as;

Example 1.3 [1].
Let
=“

=“

The union of and

and

. There are two relations

”
x1
x2
x3

y1 y2 y3 y4
0.8 1 0.1 0.7
0 0.8 0
0
0.9 1 0.7 0.8

x1
x2
x3

y1 y2 y3 y4
0.4 0 0.9 0.6
0.9 0.4 0.5 0.7
0.3 0 0.8 0.5

x1
x2
x3

y1 y2 y3 y4
0.8 1 0.9 0.7
0.9 0.8 0.5 0.7
0.9 1 0.8 0.8

x1
x2
x3

y1 y2 y3 y4
0.4 0 0.1 0.6
0 0.4 0
0
0.3 0 0.7 0.5

”

stated as

Then the intersection is stated as

as follows;

Composition of fuzzy relations
It is a combination of fuzzy relations in different product spaces, and there are different types of
compositions by their results and with respect to their mathematical properties. The most used one
which becomes the best known is the max-min composition, often so-called max-product or maxaverage composition, and defined as follows;
We have
and
composition is a fuzzy relation stated by

as two fuzzy relations, the max-min
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The more general definition of composition is a max*-composition which is

where “*” is an associative operation that is monotonically non-decreasing in each argument.

Example 1.4[1].
Consider

and

as the following relations matrices

:

y1
0.1
0.3
0.8

x1
x2
x3

y2
0.2
0.5
0

y3
0
0
1

y4
1
0.2
0.4

y5
0.7
1
0.3

:

y1
y2
y3
y4
y5
To compute the max-min composition
pair and we consider for

z1
z2
0.9 0
0.2 1
0.8 0
0.4 0.2
0
1

z3
z4
0.3 0.4
0.8 0
0.7 1
0.3 0
0 0.8

we shall determine the minimum membership for each
, and
where
as follows;

Therefore

By using the above formula and so on to calculate for all
matrix;

and at the end we get the following relation
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:
x1
x2
x3

z1
0.4
0.3
0.8

z2
0.7
1
0.3

z3
0.3
0.5
0.7

z4
0.7
0.8
1

By this example we conclude this chapter by making short description of main point about the fuzzy
sets, some of their basic operation, and composition which is most useful operation on fuzzy settheoretic. In next chapter we will concentrate on the technique of making decision and its steps to
formulate it under fuzzy environment.
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Chapter 2: Application of Fuzzy Decision Models
in Business Intelligence
Fuzzy decision making
The term decision has many ways to identify its meaning, the ways of using decision and carry it out
make the decision might be either a legal concept, or a mathematical model. Decision making is
characterized by selecting or choosing from alternatives (the decision space); states of nature (the state
space); the relation which is a connection of each pair of a decision and state a result; finally, the utility
function that makes the results depending on their desirability. Normally, the decision maker under the
certainty knows which state is to expect besides alternatives decision to choose with the highest utility,
but when there is a risk, he only knows the probability function of the state, which makes the decision
concerning process more difficult.
Under certainty the model of decision making is non-symmetric, and the decision space is depicted
either by enumeration or a number of constraints. The utility function makes the decision space through
the one to one relationship of results to decision alternatives.
Bellman and Zadeh (1970) suggested a model under certainty assuming that the objective function and
the constraints are fuzzy, so they can be characterized by their membership functions. Since we want to
optimize the objective function and the constraints by a definition of a decision in fuzzy environment is
stated as the selection of activities that fulfill the objective function and the constraints, according to
these the decision can be formulated as the intersection of fuzzy constraints and fuzzy objective
functions, which indicate the relation between the constraint and the objective is then fully symmetric.
In the next section we will consider Yager’s Model, which makes the general structure of the problem
clearer.
Yager’s Model [1987] [14].
Consider
as a set of alternatives, and as goals, where
, where each goal
has weight , which indicates his importance among other goals, and the acquisition of goal
by
alternative
by its membership
. The decision combined with its definition is formulated as
intersection of fuzzy goals as follows;

and desirable alternative can be the one with the highest degree of membership in . The principle of
using weights is to identify the importance of the goal. Yager’s objective is to calculate the weights of
the goals, he used the Saaty’s hierarchical procedure for calculating weights, which uses the
eigenvectors of the matrix M of relative weights of subjective estimates.[Saaty 1978]. Yager formulated
his solution through the following steps;
Consider the set
as a set of alternatives, and
as a set of goals.
1- Compute the matrix M by pairwise comparison of the relative importance
18

where αi is an alternative of states when using Saaty’s method.
2345-

Using Saaty’s eigenvector method to determine consistent weights for each goal.
Weight the degrees of goal µGj(xi) to be a fuzzy set (Gj(xi))wj.
Compute the intersection
Select the xi with the highest membership degree to be the optimal alternative.

Example 2.1
Consider a set of three products X= {Room cooler, UPS (urgent power supply) and Dryer machine}. A
company wants to launch one of these products, which is the most feasible. The project manager starts
a survey in 50 different cities and he studies in detail all the factors which have connection with these
products. Let’s see how weather condition impact on these products. It can be observed that in hot
weather the demand of Room Cooler is much more than in cold weather. Similarly on the developing
countries due to shortage of electricity we need Urgent Power Supply more as compared to developed
countries. Moreover in case of dryer machine, it has more consumption in cold weather places than hot
countries. Similarly there can be number of other factors which have connection with these products.
We take set of only four of these factors say F= {weather, economy, competitors, and technology}.
Let’s consider
Influential
Weather economy competitors Technology
Factors f
Products x
Room cooler

Very large

large

Rather large

Medium

Urgent power
supply

Medium

Very little

Medium

Little

Dryer Machine

Almost
None

Little

Rather large

Medium

In a particular place like Pakistan, we assign fuzzy values to the impact of influential factors on
marketing. If it is 1 then it means it is favorable to marketing if it is zero then it is not favorable to
marketing. In other words higher fuzzy values support marketing and small fuzzy values do not. By
assigning fuzzy values to the linguistic variables as follows;
{
R1=unfavorable´=0
R2=almost none=0.1
R3=very little=0.2
19

R4=little=0.3
R5=rather little=0.4
R6=medium=0.5
R7=rather large=0.6
R8=large=0.7
R9=very large=0.8
R10=almost complete=0.9
R11=favorable=1
}
The fuzzy values in tabular form are shown;

The member ship value of the decision is given by

[5].

Hence according to optimum decision it is more feasible to launch Room cooler in Pakistan. As all
constraints are more favorable than the others products.
We apply fuzzy values to find the estimation of maximal level of effect of factor on products.

OWA operator
The definition of the OWA (ordered weighted average) operator by Yager that is an OWA of
dimension n is a mapping
this operator has a connection weighted vector W of dimension n with the following properties;

and the connection between the operator and weighted vector can be stated as follows;

20

where the is the jth largest of .
The advantage of applying the OWA in the decision making is that aggregation prevents the
losses of the significant information.

Outline of Business Intelligent decision making model
A company wants to launch Consumer Electronics and they are interested to find the affect of influential
factors on each product and finally they will select and launch the product which is less affected by
these factors. As an example we assume that the influential factors can be the weather, economy,
technology, suppliers, competitors, Influencer, Buyers, substitute buyers, Industry, Political, Economic,
Technological, Infrastructural, Ecological, Legal etc.
Let
be the set of n products that a company can launch and we denote them as notions
of space of states and
be the set of micro and macro factors that can influence on these
products. We will devise a model to check the affect of influential factors on each product.
We take
as decision set depending upon the set of influential factors
for
a particular place. The decision set will consist of an n elements of supports of fuzzy sets ,
, which represent the influential factors restricting the set . Thus we can recognize each set
as fuzzy subset of i.e.
In case of above scenario we assume that restriction set
= ”influence of
on the product ” =
marketing effect of

, j=1,…,m are defined as

+ ……+marketing effect of

We will choose the product which is more favorable to the influential factors. No product can be fully
favorable by the circumstances although we can find the better choice.
In our example of consumer electronics and influential factors, there is a relationship between products
and the influential factors. The verbal judgments of the experts can be replaced into numerical
expressions by using linguistic variables. With the help of advice of analysts a list of terms can be
introduced as fuzzy sets,
{R1=unfavorable, R2=almost none, R3=very little, R4=little, R5=rather little, R6=medium, R7=rather large,
R8=large, R9=very large, R10=almost complete, R11=favorable}
Each notion from this list of terms is the name of fuzzy set. Suppose we define all sets in space Z=[0,50],
the places of study to implement, to find their membership functions of these fuzzy sets.
The constraints for the fuzzy sets R1-R11 by applying linear functions, which is a simple form of
membership functions, are as follows;
for R1 – R5 ;
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as shown in the fig 2.1a. and for R7 – R11;

as shown in the fig 2.1b, for R6 as follows;

where is an independent variable from [0,50], whereas
those parameters are borders for the
fuzzy supports and they also constitute some numbers from the interval [0,50][7].

µ

µ

1

0

1

x

α
a) Membership function for R1 – R5

0

x
α
b) Membership function for R7 – R11

Fig 2.1 membership function for linear functions
The choice of product is made by regarding favorable impact of influential factors on marketing
considering 50 different places as study case. (The membership degrees represent favorable impact of
influential factors on marketing, if the degree is one then the impact is completely favorable and if its
value is zero then impact is not favorable). For the previous case by using the Linear functions we can
calculate the membership functions of the impact of influential factors as follows[7].
µR1(z)= µ”favorable”(z)= 1- L(z,0,10)
µR2(z)= µ”almost favorable”(z)= 1- L(z,5,15)
µR3(z)= µ”very large”(z)= 1- L(z,10,20)
µR4(z)= µ”large”(z)= 1- L(z,15,25)
µR5(z)= µ”rather little”(z)= 1- L(z,20,30)
µR6(z)= µ”medium”(z)= π (z,15,25,35)
µR7(z)= µ”rather little”(z)= L(z,20,30)
µR8(z)= µ”little”(z)= L(z,25,35)
µR9(z)= µ”very little”(z)= L(z,30,40)
µR10(z)= µ”almost unfavorable”(z)= L(z,35,45)
22

µR11(z)= µ”unfavorable”(z)= L(z,40,50)
for z Є *0,50+ we design the following finite fuzzy sets for each expression from the list;
R1=”favorable”= {1/0 +0.9/1 +0.8/2 +0.7/3 +0.6/4}
R2=”almost favorable”= {1/5 +0.9/6 +0.8/7 +0.7/8 +0.6/9}
R3=”very large”= {1/10 +0.9/11 +0.8/12 +0.7/13 +0.6/14}
R4=” large”= {1/15 +0.9/16 +0.8/17 +0.7/18 +0.6/19}
R5=”rather large”= {1/20 +0.9/21 +0.8/22 +0.7/23 +0.6/24}
R6=”medium”= {0.6/21 +0.7/22 +0.8/23 +0.9/24 +1/25+0.9/26 +0.8/27 +0.7/28+0.6/29}
R7=”rather little”= {0.6/26 +0.7/27 +0.8/28 +0.9/29 +1/30}
R8=” little”= {0.6/31 +0.7/32 +0.8/33 +0.9/34 +1/35}
R9=”very little”= {0.6/26 +0.7/27 +0.8/28 +0.9/29 +1/30}
R10=”almost not”= {0.6/31 +0.7/32 +0.8/33 +0.9/34 +1/35}
R11=”unfavorable”= {0.6/36 +0.7/37 +0.8/38 +0.9/39 +1/40}
In the process of defuzzification we apply the last sets to find the estimations of maximal level of effect

of factor on products. The effect of influential factor can be measured by membership degrees from the
interval [0, 1]. In order to state a connection between the products and influential factors suppose the
experts use words from the list of “influential factors’ effect marketing of products” and associate with
values as given in table below.
Influence
not favorable
almost none
very little
little
Rather little
Medium
Rather large
Large
Very large
Almost favorable
Favorable

Representing z-value
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

µ(z)
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1

To find the optimal product we will use two different methods for calculating the fuzzy set D. First one is
use of unequal objectives, which contains of using Saaty method for comparison objectives, and the
second one is minimization of maximal regret as we will introduce both of them in the next paragraphs.
Use of unequal objectives, using Saaty method
Fuzziness arises from complexity or the situation where we have no capacity to deal with the
complexity. In every system there is fuzziness in its structure and function. The functional fuzziness can
be reduced easily as compared to structural fuzziness. We have highly limited language that cannot
describe the objects exactly. Same words are used for many purposes. For instance if we say red flower
then we are not clear how much red it is. There can be vast range in variety of red colors. Human
language is unable to describe clear situation.
23

Fuzziness gives a democratic view of things. It gives diversity to views. One can think and consider more
options regarding possibilities. Fuzziness is a kind of democratic view, where there is diversity of
opinion. On the basis of fuzziness one can arrive more accurate decision keeping the consideration of all
views. With the help of prioritized hierarchy theory we can cope with fuzziness (diversity of opinion).
When we think about something then we create a fuzzy sketch of that object in our mind. For instance
when we think about a person whom we have not seen then we make an imaginary concept about that
person. When we come across that person then some time our sketch is different from his actual
structure and some time very close the actual shape of that person. This is all imagination based on the
information about the object. Our mind thinks in a fuzzy way and takes decision according to the
information existing in mind.
In contest of beauty competition, for instance, the decision is based on various aspects given
importance hierarchically. Another example of selection of candidate for certain position various factors
are given importance on priority basis. Our task is not just to find out a democratic view about some
accord rather we will learn to get benefit from diverse opinions to our advantage. In theory of prioritized
hierarchies we can deal with fuzziness in hierarchies and fuzziness in meaning.
If we have multiple alternative decisions with uncertainty then we can solve this type of problem by
using rating and ranking method proposed by Sjoerd and Huibert. We assign weight to various aspects
of alternatives and construct a rating scheme based on available information and thus we find weighted
final ratings for comparison. The fuzzy quantities with appropriate membership functions will represent
uncertainty.
Saaty proposed a method to measure relativity of fuzziness in multiple objective frameworks by
structuring the system hierarchically. In this method we compute principle eigenvector of a positive
matrix with reciprocal entries which provides an estimate for assumed ratio scale. For a single property
this scale provides measure of grades of membership of elements according to that property. For a
number of properties with the help of this principle we can compose eigenvectors into priority vectors
with respect to properties represented in hierarchy[8].
Description of Saaty method:
Saaty developed a procedure of obtaining ratio scale of importance for a group of certain elements.
Suppose we are given m objectives and we want to develop a scale for rating them according to their
importance. We use values suggested by a decision maker for comparison of objectives pair wise.
Suppose we compare objective with objective and we assign values
and
as follows

where
= intensity of importance of objective over objective .
When we compare two objectives we assign values according to following scheme.
Intensity of importance
Equal
1
Weak
3
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Strong
5
Demonstrated
7
Absolute
9
With the help of these values we measure intensity of importance of one objective over the other.
Thus for given m objects, we obtain
Reflexive matrix by evaluating pair wise comparisons, such that:
takes values in

,

We solve this matrix for eigenvalue and compute eigenvector corresponding to maximum eigenvalue
which gives us finally the weights[4].
Example 2.2
Consider the case of business plan, we are given seven factors and we want to give them priority
according to the remarks of manager. Let’s name these factors as
C1: Durability of product.
C2: Price
C3: Environmental adaptation
C4: Quality of products
C5: Scrap value
C6: Availability of raw materials
C7: Competitive advantage of substitute product
By using remarks of the experts in pair wise comparison of these factors and assigning them values
according to scale described in Saaty method, we have following matrix

The maximum eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector are given by

as we know that the degrees of importance
can be calculated from the components of the
eigenvector, so this eigenvector indicates the final ranking of the importance for the factors.
Example 2.3
Consider four influential factors weather, economy, competitors and technology as we have taken in the
example 2.1. We assign the highest priority to the factor of “weather”, lesser priority to factor of
“technology”, no importance to factor of “economy”, and almost no importance to factor of
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“competitors” regarding to the first factor. Keeping the view of the previous criterion, we demonstrate
these priorities in form of the following matrix

We can find out degree of importance
from this matrix and use it in decision making. The
weights are decided according to the components of eigenvectors corresponding to largest magnitude
eigenvalue. From above calculations we have
and
by
using Matlab.
Applying Saaty Method in Business Intelligence
In case of our example we need to employ weights to each factor, depending upon its influence on the
decision. We assign a non-negative number to each fuzzy objective which represents its importance in
the decision set. Consider
as a non-negative numbers representing the importance of
fuzzy objectives
which represent
. The greater number indicates the fuzzy
objective which will be more important and vice versa.
Fuzzy decision in this case is given by the following formula;

and membership degree is determined by;

Since

belongs to [0,1]

for greater values of

becomes smaller and

→0

implies

→1, so we select minimum operation. Substituting membership values and the weights
from previous calculations we proceed further as;

Or
= min {0.8136, 0.8794, 0.9485, .9536} = 0.8136
= min {0.5269, 0.5599, 0.9307, .9391} = 0.5269
= min {0.1190, 0.6480, 0.9485, .9536} = 0.1190
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We conclude from above calculations that impact of influential factors is more favorable to product x 1
than product x2 and product x3. We can extract optimal decision from a collection of proposed decisions
with the help of minimization of regret technique, which we are going to discuss on next paragraph.

Minimization of Maximal Regret Approach
Minimization of maximal regret concerns the problems with uncertain decision making. Let
be the space of alternatives and
be the space of influential factors related to
the set of products X. With the help of these sets we can make basic payoff matrix as follows;

is payoff to the decision maker if he connects

to

In this approach the first step is to make a regret matrix whose components represent
represent
decision maker regret in selecting alternatives when the state of is . After this we calculate the
maximal regret for each alternative. We then select the alternative with the minimal of these maximal
regrets. The regret
is obtained by first calculating the maximal payoff under and then subtracting
from this value. We can describe this procedure in following steps.
1. For each calculate
2. For each pair and calculate
3. We use the matrix of the scale of importance as discussed before. The coordinates of eigenvector
corresponding to largest eigenvalue are
and we use their weights in the computations of
estimates
as follows;
4. Select

such that
[6].

Example 2.4
Suppose we make addition of one more product such as a color printer in our previous example and we
get the following payoff matrix where
is the set of influential factors and
be the set of products.

The maximum values in each column are {0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.6}. The regret matrix obtained by subtracting
corresponding elements in each row from max.
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Considering the weights from example 2.3

which represent importance of influential factors. By using those values we find
for each as follows;

Finally we compute

We can decide the hierarchical order of the products with respect to their marketing value that we have
taken in term of positive impact of influential factors on marketing. Above calculations lead us to the
sequence
, which means that product 1 (room cooler) is most feasible to launch.
As a result of perform two different models of fuzzy decision, it can be concluded that they have some
differences even they give the same results. The minimal regret, which is based on the OWA mean
operator, shows a dependable and undoubted choice. On the other hand, the unequal objectives model
is showing carefully thoughts regarding to the minimum operations used for the final decision.
More practical applications
Theoretical fuzzy decision making models have a lot of practical applications. These models have great
technical applications. These give mathematical decisions based on observations and thus these can
reduce complications in decision making. Fuzzy decisions are accurate and supporting to human mind
decision in the circumstances where there is ambiguity and complications and it is difficult to get result
for any expert. Fuzzy models can give us a collective decision of more than one expert having different
options and choices. In analysis of applications of popular statistical methods in pharmacology we can
realize that statistical methods which have partial applications can be helpful in grading the curative
power of medicines but they cannot handle interactions among medicines. We can extend this idea to
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the animal pharmacology and business intelligence. In coming paragraphs we will take examples from
these areas and apply results from fuzzy set theory, the models and tools that used for such
applications. Besides the fuzzy logic discipline has many practical applications which make this discipline
more effective as a new view point for the problems, in the following section we mentioned some of
these applications when using fuzzy sets and operations on them.
Fuzzy logic has a number of practical applications in real world products. We can make automated
control systems based on fuzzy logic. These systems take decision on the basis of fuzzy logic. A fuzzy
environmental control system is implemented in surgical zone in particular hospital. They can efficiently
control airflow dampers and temperature fully automated without using any manuals. Such weather
control systems can also be implemented inside agriculture green house especially in the areas where
there is sudden change in weather. There is no alternative of fuzzy based control systems.
In large computing systems control of environment is a big challenge. A fuzzy based environment control
unit named LogiCool was introduced in 1992. These units were used for computer installations. This
system has ability to control both humidity and temperature. It takes six fuzzy inputs, three fuzzy
outputs and 144 principals.
Each fuzzy variable is assigned seven membership functions as values with large negative, medium
negative, small negative, near zero, small positive, medium positive and large positive. This control
system was introduced by Liebert Corporation.
Liebert controlled with simple hardware a non linear system with significant uncertainties which is not
possible with traditional linear approaches.
A non linear system with significant uncertainties is controlled with simple hardware. A fuzzy logic
approach was recommended and finally implemented successfully.
There are countless practical applications of fuzzy logic. Fuzzy logic actually covers all types of other logic
also. In everyday life we come across number of applications.
-

Train time tables:

The observant scheduler of time tables of busses use fuzzy logic because he do not have surety that bus
will arrive on time. In case of busses and train and even aero planes there can be many unforeseen
incidents and causes of delay. When the observant devises formula then he has to consider all these
possibilities and thus he imposes fuzziness.
-

Prediction of genetic traits:

A number of Genetic traits are linked to a single gene and thus make a fuzzy situation. A specific
combination of genes creates a given trait. Dominant and recessive genes are sets in fuzzy logic. Degree
of membership is measured by occurrence of trait.
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-

Temperature control device:

We can develop very sensitive fuzzy based temperature control device in order to keep the temperature
at steady state. This device will keep on providing heat according to the fall in temperature in a room. By
using fuzzy logic to control heating device we can avoid constant state of turning on and off.
-

Medical diagnoses:

Diagnoses can only be some degree in fuzzy set. Let us consider the medical diagnoses, the doctors use
fuzzy logic, they can’t say that a person is 100 % healthy or sick. There always exist symptoms of disease
so they have to assign membership value to symptoms.
-

Home Appliances:

Fuzzy logic is applied in many kinds of home appliances which make them more intelligent and easy to
use. In Japan, fuzzy rule of inference was applied in home appliances like washing machine, airconditioning system and number of other industrial and home appliances and later on neuro-fuzzy
technology was applied to get more accurate performance[10].

Conclusion
In two decades, since its inception by Zadeh, theory of fuzzy sets is developed into wide ranging
collection of concepts, models and techniques for dealing with complex phenomena. Fuzzy discipline
has become an interesting area of mathematics, because what it is capable of, and more expressing
about the natural phenomena which makes it close to reality and implement the whole mathematic
operations can be found under this environment. The technology of fuzzy set theory and its applications
to systems is increasing rapidly. The founder Zadeh who explained that everything is a matter of degree,
and then we can state the element on the set by the degree of their belonging to that set, which it
makes the set more flexible to work on it.
We have suggested applying fuzzy decision making techniques in business intelligence.
Business intelligence means that a set of mathematical models and analysis methodologies that
systematically exploit the available data to retrieve information and knowledge useful in supporting
complex decision making process. It is proposed to apply fuzzy decision making techniques to resolve
such complexity. We can apply fuzzy sets to multiple objective decisions making, with emphasis on
giving degrees of importance to different objectives. Different approaches to aggregation of weighted
decision criteria have been constituted. Fuzzy sets have ability to represent objectives convenient forms
for combining objectives and means of including differing degrees of importance to the objectives.
In our thesis work we have discussed the use of unequal objectives, minimization of regret, hierarchies,
multiple objectives and fuzzy set.
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